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·Thismaneuvercart1~ from my work on my doctoral dissertation
• The theme of the dis:sertation was to find an analytical
approximation for mi~dium thrust trajectories
• To that end I did coqsiderableresearch into high and low thrust
trajectories so as to ;give a reference for whatever medium thrust
solution I generated i
I
• In most low thrust derivations the idea that escape velocity is best
achieved b along the velocity vector
- Rea "specif rbital energy nction of velocity
a
p periapse giving a hIQ;F8l.er:;;~ll;el(JCH;Vi. 1'".1.1"'"".






• ·[gave that a lot ofthought and formed a hypothesis. Could I
~~~~I~rate from my ~nitialorbitand then accelerate at periapse to
galrl cFgreater ~peci~ic orbital energy? My hypothesis was that I
would not see a gain. I was wrong.




-Consider the deriva~ion for the specific orbital energy for the
maneuver. Positionl3 is the status of the vehicle after the burn at
periapse
,
(V2 + LlVj)2 J1q3 ==[ --
2 ! r3
- Position 2 is the status of the vehicle before the burn. Orbital radius
I
at position 2 and 3 are equal as the burn is considered impulsive












• .Noting that the initi~1 orbital velocity is
• Then including it an~ the first AV maneuver yields









• Setting the two equ~1 gives
2
• Solving for the sq
• T
JlV"·
term and squaring yields
,;':~:;:,. . ...,.":"" ,






- I could not find any ~eference to this concept in the scientific literature.
- The clgsest refere~q~1 could find. \iVas con9~rnin9 theOberth Effect, the
effect that in aparaqQlicor hyperbplic trajectory thea maximum gain in specific
mechanical energy ip gained when the burn is conducted atperiapse
- The only reference Ii could find was in a 1952 Heinlein juvenile novel called
"The Rolling Stones'! (note this predates the band of the same name)
- In the story Heinleinidedi9atesaPC3ragraph onh0\Jv thefamily Stone leaves
their home on the moon to travel to Mars. In· so they decelerate to a close
flyby of rm a burn at perigee to achieve their TMI burn






es to solution for direct
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• I struggled a great d~al with this concept. It seems like you're
getting something for nothing.
• After a week of chevying on this I finally came up with a physical
explanation
• The direct maneuver leaves' the propellant mass orbiting the central
body at some orbit inside the initial orbit with apoapse at the same
radius of the initial orbit
• The Heinlei leaves the propellant mass of the first
maneuv \,!y~~\"!,~";;'/,t8;')2;i!;~j;;;Orbitwith periapse at sarne radius
• Theetssis!left in~i. bly 10\N~r
iii ... . ! .••..••
• At ··C'·~~~npo~ntgiven
~l~rQ;~given tQi~~I~lIg~~l.••.••·.by
·.••i. ....• •. ,.1.••• /...... ..... ,
'. ··t.·... l01j~ ••iPf09P.~..1













• . Consider a car on the interstate with a rocket in the trunk.
- The rocket gives a ~et constant acceleration
- Starting at zero turnithe rocket on until it reaches 10 mph
- The change in kinetic energy for the car (assuming negligible propellant mass
used) is
V 2 V 2
ME=f_,l
Optimization
• ··lftheHeinleinl'l1al'1epveroufpeiformslhe direct option in particular
sifuafior'lsfhen where does it give the maximum benefit?
- The total DV is givel1l as
~r; +~V3 =~~
-' Holding the total ~Vi constant what is the optimal split between the first and
third maneuvers? Note thatthe derivative final specific mechanical energy
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• ·Slnce<this is the sal1]le asthetJl"eakevenpoint it didn't make a lot of
sense to me. However 1did a second derivative to figure out












• Substituting back far V1 and reducing gives
~v: + ~v: - f1Z
df _ d 2~ __4 _It _l--=_3_~",--·;:;r._o
dL1~ dL1~2 ~2 ~o f1Zv~-M;;
• The numerator above is the key.· At the breakeven point the
numerator is zero. I the total AV exceeds the initial orbital velocity
then the n ·tive suggesting concave up and the






• Given the incomplete· resullfromderivative analysis I turned to a
graphical analysis. Below is a graph of specific mechanical energy
vs. AV1• The lines repr~sent inC[~ClSlllg total AV.. The graph is for a
spacecraft in initial (;>rbit around the sun at one AU
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ey are not. Analysis follows .
•
• This maneuver appears to have a top limit of doubling the V00 from
starting at an Earth ~ike orbit. Starting from a higher orbit (liJ<e
Mars) would gain a larger proportional ratio
I
• The AV requirement :to meet the criteria for the Heinlein maneuver
does not necessarily need to come from on board propellant.. For
instance a solar esc~pe trajectory could be achieved by first doing a
gravity assist aroun(l Jupiter to lower perihelion and then conduct a
AV3 burn to esc :1 have not yet analyzed this option
• If there i as hoped then there are strong
impli Earth esca. Lunar
pro a f· > mechanical ..,
e r" . 'i ~~rs~;~O!
• 0 b ..~·~fro,/. _~!$i;i:J~
analysIs to date<" .
Implications
to'; ;~0and the
may prove critical to,~rximize the
into the effects of higt)~;,Speep






Three propulsive opt/ions considered
• 320 sec Isp, 0.1 inert mass fraction (GOxlGH2)
• 485 sec Isp, 0.12 inert mass fraction (LoxlLH2)
• 850 sec Isp, 0.2 in~rt mass fraction (Nuclear thermal)
Hohmann transfer to L1
• 3.082 km/sec first purn (also used for TLI burn)
• 0.828 km/sec second burn
Lunar
re
neuver after launch from l'f;)\~.·(')rtl:;, if
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- Direct (320)
~ Heinlein wllander (320)
~ L1 w/Lander
--*- Heinlein w/o lander (320)
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-lIE- L1 w/o Lander (485)
- Direct (850)
~ Heinlein w/Lander (850)
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• Discussion
The Heinlein maneuver offers a lot of advantage for missions with V00 in the 5
to 20 km/sec range
Ii The Heinlein man~uver can double the V 00 achieved for a given payload ratio in
this velocity range i
The V00 range is with,n that for many missions of interest
• Short term stay mi~sions to Mars require V 00 of 5-6 km/sec
• Hohmann transfer ito Jupiter requires V00 of 8-9 km/sec
• Pluto- nched in 2006 achieved a Voo of 16.21 km/sec






Heinlein maneuver could be powerful for ...;..




• Since the Heinlein Maneuver has potential advantages for escape




• Note that the escape velocity is calculated as
Vesc =~2.u
Yo
. for the Heinlein maneuver to be effective is
ein maneuver can be sta'~ed




• However, a mission requiring orbit raising that places a premilJm on
total mission time m~y benefit from the Heinlein Maneuver
• Consider the following: could a Heinlein maneuver, whipping
around the sun get from an initial circular orbit to a final one in less
time than going dir~~tly?
• First guess might b~ no, but that isn't necessarily true
• The equation for orbital period is
27









• Where rs r3R -_. . p --'..- , ,
ro f"o
10010
ratio of final to initial orbital radius
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• Clearly the Heinlein maneuver is faster than a Hohmann when the
ratios plot under the: line in the figure above. Which relates back to
a close approach to the central body, which the Heinlein maneuver
benefits from anyways.
• Incorporating the 11'1: maneuver to insert into the final orbit I
calculated the total 4.V requirement vs trip time for a couple of
cases. I first attempJed to derive the relation but the algebra defied
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• Here is the same
graph but now
for transfers from
1 to 100 AU
• There is a small
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- The first burn destroys specific mechanical energy.
Burning normal to th~ orbit would increase eccentricity while not adding or
subtracting to specific mechanical energy. Increasing eccentricity in this case
means a lower periaipse. But would it be enough?
,
- This analysis also defied algebraic reduction
I








veral missions that ar
m trying to figure out the~;Besf'wa
§'\,lb~t\l\louldAbe,jnterested ..,Sugg,es.tions
• Uniqueness
- I've checked my results and I feel pretty confident that this maneuver is real
- I've checked the literature and cannot find a reference to this maneuver
(except Heinlein's ju~enile novel) and a couple websites dedicated to his
novel
- I personally have ne~er heard anyone mention anything like this before in the
studies I've particip~ted in
• Confirmation
If you I think
ind
•
